C mmuniqué
Summer 2018

Pupils & staff enjoy colourful
World Cup Day celebrations
STEM event inspires young engineers
A snake, giant snail & spider cause a
stir in the Geography department
Ski trip & more!
Welcome to our latest edition of the ‘Communiqué’ from Archbishop Temple School.

A message from
the Headteacher
Dear Parent/Carer,

young people at a disadvantage, so fluency in
reading is even more important than it’s ever
It’s a pleasure to write to you as another school been. We are piloting a structured reading
year comes to a close. We’ve had a lot to
programme with children in the new years 10
celebrate this year as we have continued to
and 7 for the summer holidays, but even if your
excel in so many areas.
child is in a different year group, please
encourage them to read. Some children love
I am very pleased to tell you that for the second reading novels, for others they are fascinated
year in a row our staff team will remain almost by blogs and online content. Many quality
unchanged in September. You will be aware of newspapers publish interesting articles online –
a lot of media coverage about the difficulties
the important thing is to read regularly and to
schools across the country are experiencing
read texts that are challenging, and which
recruiting and retaining staff. We try hard to
include unfamiliar vocabulary. Your child’s
look after our superb staff, and I know many of
you are very appreciative of their excellent work
with your children. Thank you for the many
cards, gifts and messages we receive – they
are very much appreciated.
I would like to focus this Communiqué message
on reading, and encourage you to support your
child reading over the summer holidays. To put
this into context, reading ability is described as
a “reading age”. In this country we assume
functional literacy is when a person has a
reading age of 9 or above. This allows you to
read tabloid newspapers, and is the reading
age for public information leaflets published by
the NHS etc. (This letter has a reading age of
10.6!) The new GCSE exam papers this
summer had a reading age of around 17.
Struggling simply to read the exam will put
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English teacher will be making
some recommendations before
the end of term, so please
support us by encouraging
your child to read something
each day.
Finally I would like to thank
Total UK for the donation to
the school of a defibrillator and
a generous training package.
As part of our raising
awareness of cardiac health,
my family and I are undertaking
the Morecambe Bay cross bay
walk during the holidays in aid
of Heartbeat, the local heart
health charity. If you would like
to help me raise funds for this
fantastic local charity, more
details are on the school
website under ‘latest news’ or
simply scan the QR code
opposite.

We’re looking forward to
welcoming our new year 7
children into school over the
next few weeks for their taster
sessions. I’m also looking
forward to, what I’m sure will
be, good news for our outgoing
year 11 when they collect their
GCSE results in August.
I do wish you and your family a
very happy, healthy and restful
summer.

Mrs G. Jackson
Headteacher
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1 John 4:8-10
8 Whoever does not love does
not know God, because God is
love. 9 This is how God
showed his love among us: He
sent his one and only Son into
the world that we might live
through him. 10 This is love:
not that we loved God, but that
he loved us and sent his Son
as an atoning sacrifice for our
sins.

with God. That’s what it means
for him to be an atoning
sacrifice for sin.

This is the grandest gesture of
love the world has ever and will
ever see. Whilst this act of love
was only witnessed by a few
hundred people on a hillside
outside Jerusalem 2000 years
ago. It’s effect has gone just as
JOE, OUR CHAPLAIN,
TALKS ABOUT MARRIAGE
far if not further than the
AND THE LOVE OF GOD
televising of the royal wedding.
Not only do weddings celebrate Around 2 billion people in the
On Saturday 19th May 2018
the love of the people coming world right now are Christians
over 18 million people in Britain
together in holy matrimony at
and know God’s love for them
and an estimated 2 billion
Christian weddings the love of in Jesus. We can know God
people worldwide tuned in to
God is celebrated too. Indeed loves us because Jesus came
watch the royal wedding. We
God’s love is the love before all to die for us. Have you ever
all love a good wedding don’t
loves, and the source and
experienced and known this
we? Whether it’s the marriage
inspiration for our love.
love?
of royalty, couples getting
Amazingly, God has shown his
together in our favourite soap
love for the world very clearly. My hope for you this summer is
opera or just the joy of seeing
Not through flowers, or boxes
that, as you drive past
friends and family tie the knot.
of chocolates and poorly
churches and see weddings
Weddings are joyful occasions
written poetry. Wonderfully
taking place or attend a
which are well worth
God shows his love in a
wedding service yourself, you
celebrating.
concrete way. God sends his
will remember the far greater
Son to die as a sacrifice for the love of God, shown to you in
In a couple of week time I have
world. The perfect Son of God Jesus.
been asked to speak at a
comes to deal with our failure
friend’s wedding service and
to love others the way God
Have a great holiday.
the bible text they want me to
loves us. He dies for the world
speak on is this:
to bring us back to relationship Joe Houghton
School Chaplain
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YEAR 8 PUPILS VISIT
CLEVELEYS TO CONDUCT
GEOGRAPHY FIELDWORK
On 24th May 2018, the
Geography Department took
40 Year 8 pupils to Cleveleys
to conduct their first piece of
fieldwork. The day was hot, but
that did not affect the pupils’
enthusiasm at arriving at the
beach! To test their hypothesis
on the effectiveness of coastal
defences at Cleveleys, pupils
set out to measure the length
of a groyne and the amount of
sediment collected at each
interval to identify whether the
groynes were effective in
interrupting longshore drift, and
thus protecting the coast.
Once the groynes were
measured and divided into
10 sites along their length,
pebbles were collected at each
of the 10 sites and measured
across the length, recorded
and a score of their 'roundness'
was made. This was to identify
sediment capture on the
beaches’ long profile. Pupils
had a busy day, drawing field
sketches, taking photographs
and completing questionnaires
regarding the aesthetics of the
sea wall and promenade.
There was just about enough
time for a well deserve ice
cream before heading back to
school!
A wonderful day for all now just the data to
present analyse, conclude
and evaluate.
Mrs L. Gilmour
Head of Humanities
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After a glorious week of
weather, the sun continued to
shine down on the PTA's
Colour Dash fun run. A record
number of runners turned up to
raise money for the school
PTA. Dressed in white t-shirts
and sporting fancy accessories,
the runners made their way
around either a 3 or 6-kilometre
course whilst being pelted with
colourful powders.

FUN RUNNERS SOAK UP THE SUN
AT THE
PTA COLOUR DASH

After the Dash, people tucked
into hot food and refreshments.
There were also a number of
different activities on offer
including welly wanging, the
crossbar challenge and two
inflatables. There were also
go-karts, which proved very
popular. There was a great
atmosphere; it was fantastic to
see the school and local
community coming together.
Following the event the PTA
received lots of positive
feedback from parents and
Carers, with many saying it
was a great opportunity to take
a break from busy lives and
catch up with each other.
One of the highlights of the
evening was the raffle. Our
school PTA had been working
closely with the fundraisers
from Heartbeat generating
some fantastic prizes including
vouchers for the cinema,
trampoline sessions,
supermarket vouchers and lots
more!
We would like to thank
Mr and Mrs Gibson,
Mr and Mrs Kandola and the
following businesses for their
support.
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Alex and Co Hair Salon,
Walton le Dale, Bamber Bridge
Football Club, Barton Grange
Garden Centre, Bowker Harley
Davidson, Strand Road,
Preston, David Lloyd Gym,
Chorley, Dodgson’s of Preston,
Energie Trampoline Park,
Preston, Halfords, Preston,
HMV, Preston, Morrisons,
Preston, Nando’s, Deepdale
Retail Park, Vue Cinema,
Walton le Dale, The Works,
Preston.

SILENT AUCTION
SUCCESS

The school and the PTA were
delighted by the support shown
for the PTA's first Silent
Auction. It received a great
response, raising over £500 for
the school PTA.

their treats and goodies, but
have the satisfaction of
knowing how grateful we are
for their generous support.”

We would like to thank
Mr and Mrs Gibson,
Claire Sheridan Chair of the
PTA, Mr and Mrs Kandola,
Mr Brian Nixon, Nuffield Health
Mrs Jackson, Headteacher,
Fitness and Wellbeing Gym,
said, "As a school we are
Walton Le Dale and Vantage
immensely grateful to the
Hyundai, Preston for
individuals and companies who supporting the Silent Auction.
donated these fantastic prizes,
We would like to thank all the
and so enabled us to raise so If you are a parent or carer of a
teachers and support staff for
much money to support the
pupil at Archbishop Temple
supporting the event and,
school. Every penny will go
School and would like to find
finally, thank-you to Claire
towards improving the
out more about how you can
Sheridan Chair of the PTA and education we are able offer
get involved, or support the
the school PTA for their time,
our wonderful young
PTA, please contact the Chair
preparation and organisation.
people. These extra funds
of the PTA, Claire Sheridan at
The work that the PTA do is
are essential to us, and are
pta@archbishoptemple.com
incredibly important and the
much appreciated. I hope the
funds they raise benefit the
generous people who sent in
whole school.
the winning bids not only enjoy
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‘TEA AND TALK’ PROVIDES SUPPORT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE’S MENTAL HEALTH
On 18th April 2018, a group of about her journey and the
year 11 pupils organised a ‘tea therapy that she receives.
and talk’ session inspired by
the Mental Health Foundation. Charlotte Lockwood, Rachel’s
close friend, also joined the
For Archbishop Temple
session and shared with the
School, the aim of these
group about her experiences
sessions is to create a safe
of helping and supporting
environment for young people Rachel. She spoke about the
to open up and talk about their importance of listening to the
mental health.
people around us and being
mindful of their issues.
These sessions were
pioneered in school on the
Rachel said that she ‘found the
th
10 October 2017 when staff
session really great! Everyone
and pupils at Archbishop
listened and asked me some
Temple showed their support
really good questions
for Mental Health Awareness
afterwards!’
Day. As part of the day, the
very first tea and talk session
was held with members of the
student council sharing their
mental health experiences and
how they dealt with them.
On Wednesday 18th April,
Archbishop Temple invited
ex-pupil Rachel Lord as special
speaker to share her
experiences of mental health.
Rachel has recently opened up
publicly about her experiences,
through social media and
YouTube, in an
effort to raise awareness and
support others with their own
journeys.
In the session, Rachel Lord
shared her experiences of how
obsessive-compulsive disorder,
anxiety and depression affects
her day-to-day life. This was
followed by a question and
answer session where pupils
were free to ask Rachel more
8

The pupils who attended also
conveyed their thoughts on the
session.
‘For me, this session in
particular really opened my
mind to the real impacts of
mental health and it has
encouraged me to be more
open about my own issues,’
said year 11 pupil Harneet.

‘I found the talk calming and
made me less stressed as
Rachel gave us advice to cope
with exams. Altogether it was
a great talk!’ said Aaron, in
year 10.

MUSIC NEWS

We have had another very
successful ABRSM visit this
term.

‘It was a great experience. I
loved how nice everyone was.
Rachel was very open and
answered any of our
questions. I really enjoyed it
and I would love to
do something like this again,’
said year 7 pupil Zoe.
Mr Baybutt who supervised
the session said, ‘One in four
of us will have problems with
our mental health at some
time in our lives according to
the NHS.’
‘I thought the session was
very useful, informative and
upbeat with a positive
response from everyone who
attended. I thought Rachel
was very articulate and
engaging when talking about
her own experiences of mental
health issues and explained
clearly about how she has
coped using a variety of
strategies. It was interesting to
see an ex-pupil talking openly
about her struggles but also
about her outstanding
academic and life successes.
Truly inspirational.’

‘It was a nice experience;
being able to ask someone
who had experienced so much
gave me confidence with my
knowledge on the subject,’
said year 11 pupil Ben.
Overall, a fantastic,
eye-opening session that
educated everyone on mental
health and its impacts. As a
school, we hope to continue
these sessions and further
create opportunities for pupils
to voice their issues and
support each other.
Susanna
Head Girl
CADLEY FC (GIRL’S TEAM)
We are looking for girls in
current years 6 and 7 to form
a second Under 12’s team at
Cadley FC.

Year 10 pupil, Charlotte,
achieved a Grade 8 with
Distinction on Alto
Saxophone.
Well done to Michael who
achieved a Grade 4 Pass on
Flute, Ciara who achieved a
Grade 7 Pass on Alto
Saxophone, Elsie who
achieved a Grade 1 Merit on
B Flat Cornet, Edward who
achieved a Grade 5 Merit on
Trumpet, Abbie who
achieved a Grade 2 with
Merit on Percussion,
Catriona who achieved a
Grade 2 with Merit on Flute,
Hope who a achieved a
Grade 1 on Trombone,
Rosie who achieved a
Grade 2 on Percussion and
Jennifer who achieved a
Grade 2 with Distinction on
Alto Saxophone.

Three pupils from year 6
and one pupil from year 3 at
If you enjoy football and want St Andrew’s CofE Primary
to come and try out your skills, School achieved very good
make new friends and have
fun then we would love to hear grades. Well done to
Megan, Thomas, Harry and
from you.
Peter.
Please get in touch. Email:
joburrowcadley
@btinternet.com or visit our
Mrs C. Gardner
website www.cadleyfc.com
Head of Music
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SCHOOL CONCERT BANDS’ SUCCESS AT THE
NATIONAL CONCERT BAND FESTIVAL
Members of the Archbishop
Temple School Junior and
Senior Concert Bands woke
up early on Saturday 7th April
2018; they arrived at school at
7:15am, ready to travel to the
Royal Northern College of
Music, in Manchester, for the
final of the National Concert
Band Festival. After Junior
Concert Band achieved a
platinum award and Senior
Concert Band won a gold
award in November in the
regional rounds of the festival,
they were accepted to compete
at the finals on the 7th April
2018.
The competition started with
the Junior Concert Band,
conducted by Susanna, a year
11 pupil at Archbishop Temple
School. They performed four
pieces in front of the judges,
one of the judges being
Simone Rebello, an ex-pupil of
the RNCM who is now Director
of Percussion at the RNCM.
After their performance they
had their photos taken and
re-entered the music hall to
hear their results. They were
not disappointed, as they left
the hall with a gold award,
which the conductor had
hoped for.

Hans Zimmer. They also had
their picture taken and went
back to the hall. They had to
wait to hear their result as the
Royal Marine Band performed
to the audience. The Royal
Marine Band Service is the
musical side of the Royal Navy
and currently consists of five
bands. Everyone loved the
performance.

bands are hoping to hear if
they have been selected to
perform in July 2018 at one of
the venues of the competition.
They have previously played at
Symphony Hall, Birmingham
Town Hall and the CBSO
Centre.

Thanks to all the staff who
came on the trip to the RNCM,
and many thanks to both
Finally, the Senior Concert
conductors Susanna and
Band were ready to hear their Andy Warriner. With a special
results and they were delighted thanks being to Mrs. Gardner
to receive a silver award.
for organising the event and for
putting in the time with both
Both bands are looking forward bands.
to more concerts and
competitions in the future. After Summer
recording their entries for the
Year 9
Music for Youth National
Festival in Birmingham, the

The Senior Concert Band was
next, this time conducted by
Andy Warriner a music teacher
at Archbishop Temple School
and a conductor of his own
band. They also performed 4
pieces with their last piece
being snippets of songs by
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UKMT INTERMEDIATE MATHS CHALLENGE AND THE KANGAROO CONTEST

Kangourou sans Frontières
(KSF) is an independent
association, whose purpose is
to organise the annual
Kangaroo contest with the aim
of promoting mathematics
among young people around
the world. The name sounds
strange, but recognises the fact
that the organisation was
inspired by the Australian
Mathematics Trust.
Each year over six million
school pupils aged 5-18 from
more than 50 countries
throughout the world take part
at various levels. So when you
sit the Kangaroo you are part
of a huge community of maths
students! The UKMT has been
involved in Kangaroo activities
for many years and uses the
hour-long multiple-choice
papers (in English) as an
extension to the Intermediate
Challenge.

Oliver and Joseph from year 11
had secured enough marks in
February, to be invited to sit
this prestigious examination.
This is testament to their hard
work and diligent approach to
problem solving / lateral
thinking.

in particular those who
progressed to the next round.
*Have a go at the questions
below. They are taken from the
pink Kangaroo paper and grey
Kangaroo respectively. Turn to
page 13 to check your
answers.

The Mathematics Department
would like to congratulate all
Mr S. O’Leary
those pupils who took part in
Head of Maths
the Intermediate Challenge and

Usually around 8,000 pupils
from all three year groups
sitting the Intermediate
Challenge are invited to sit
either the grey or pink
Kangaroo papers, dependent
on school year in the UK.
This year we had a record
number of pupils who had
been invited to sit this paper
as a result of their performance
in the Intermediate UKMT
Challenge held in school in
February.
Ethan and David from year 9,
Thomas and Khaleel from
year 10 and finally, Lenny,
11

PRIMARY TEAM MATHEMATICS CHALLENGE

performance along with quick
running to take the prize with a
magnificent total of 216 points
(58 points ahead of second
place).

On Friday 18th May 2018,
Archbishop Temple
Mathematics Department held
their inaugural Primary Team
Mathematics Challenge. Six
teams of four students from
years 5 and 6 battled it out all
day in the main hall to be the
first primary school to get their
name on the shield.
Teams from Broughton CE
Primary School, Queens Drive
Primary School, Lea Endowed
CE School and Fulwood &
Cadley Primary School took
part in six rounds – speed,
cross number, group, shuttle,
logic and the relay. Each round
demanded different skills such
as mathematical dexterity,
teamwork, communication and
tactics, so that maximum points
could be scored within the time
limit.

the event.
Archbishop Temple
Mathematics Department look
forward to running the 2nd team
challenge in May 2019.

Mr Curphey, Archbishop
Temple’s link Mathematics
Mr D. Hewitt
Governor, presented the
Teacher of Maths
trophies to the winning team
and spoke inspirationally about
the importance of mathematics
and how team work will be vital
in all aspects of life. I would like
to thank Mr. Curphey to taking
the time to present the awards
as well as helping with the
marking during the relay round.
The event would not have been
possible to without the support
of the primary staff and most
importantly the four year 9
students Marium, Georgia, Zoe
and Alice who supported the
maths department throughout

Throughout the morning, the
scores were neck and neck,
with each team swapping
positions on the leader board.
After the lunch break, with 2
rounds to go, Broughton ‘A’
team produced a perfect logic
round scoring 50 out of 50
leaving just the relay to go.
Broughton ‘A’ team then
produced another top
12

UKMT JUNIOR MATHS
CHALLENGE
Pupils at Archbishop Temple
School achieved 3 golds,
11 silvers and 22 bronzes in
this year’s UKMT Junior Maths
Challenge. Over 260,000
pupils from across the UK sat
the Junior Maths Challenge
with roughly the top 6%
receiving a gold certificate,
the next 13% silver and the
The Junior Maths Challenge is
next 21% bronze.
run by the UK Mathematics
Trust and supported by the
“The Maths Challenges provide Institute and Faculty of
material to provoke students’
Actuaries. It is aimed at those
mathematical thinking and test in Years 7 and 8 and is sat in
their problem solving skills in
schools.
an accessible and yet
challenging way. Many
The UK Mathematics Trust is a
congratulations to Archbishop registered charity whose aim is
Temple School on their
to advance the education of
success in the Junior Maths
children and young people in
Challenge; it is great to see
mathematics. It organises
achievement in mathematics
national mathematics
recognised,” Rachel
competitions and other
Greenhalgh, UKMT
mathematical enrichment
Executive Director.

activities for UK secondary
school pupils.
Further information about the
Trust and its activities is
available at www.ukmt.org.uk
Congratulations to two pupils in
year 8, James and James, and
two pupils in year 7, Zoe and
Emily on their achievements.
Keep up the good work!
Mr S. O’Leary
Head of Maths

Answers to the pink and blue Kangaroo questions detailed below. How did you do?
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WORLD C P DAY

There was a fantastic display of colour in school on
Friday 15th June 2018, to herald the start of the World
Cup football tournament.
Each form was allocated a competing nation and pupils
were invited to dress in the colour of their chosen
nation’s flag or football kit. We were delighted to see so
many pupils and staff dressed up to celebrate the day.
The World Cup Day celebration was organised by
Mr Baines, Director of Pupils. He said, “The day was
a wonderful celebration of sport, colour, diversity
and global awareness. The pupils and staff made a
really big effort to make this day a great success,
I look forward to the next one in four years time!”
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The Smallpeice Trust is a
charity that has helped
promote engineering through
education for over 50 years
giving young people everything
they need to fuel their passion
for engineering.
Therefore, when we were
offered the opportunity to hold
one of their STEM events at
Archbishop Temple School we
jumped at the chance. Their
associate, Christine James,
delivered a thoroughly
engaging and challenging
activity, to year 8 pupils,
involving the construction of
a moisture detection system,
a water pump and a filtration
system all housed a leak proof
container.
Christine’s passion and
enthusiasm for engineering
was evident and helped our
pupils gain the most from the
day. She said, “I had a great
day at Archbishop Temple
School. The pupils were very
well behaved.”

SMALLPEICE TRUST STEM EVENT

Afterwards our pupils enthused
about what they had
experienced.
“When we arrived we were put
into groups and did a short
team building exercise which
was to make a tower out of
paper that was able to hold a
100-gram weight. Our leader,
Christine, was great from the
start and made sure that
everyone was involved. As we
moved onto our main
challenge, to make a container
using various materials that
would filter and collect water.
16

pumps and a moisture detector
system with limited resources, I
enjoyed this and learnt how to
fix my mistakes; for example,
our filter was a bit leaky so I
know, for next time, to add
more support along the bottom.
There was also problem
solving involved in this task as
we had to spend the least
money, so we could not make
many mistakes. Overall, I think
it was a very good opportunity
for learning and creating things
outside the classroom and I
would love to do it again.”

We also had to present our
work to the group. I took a lot
away from this day and was
definitely more interested in
engineering and what it had to
offer than I was at the start of
the day,” said Abigail.
“The STEM day on 5th June
2018 was very exciting and
interesting. I learnt a lot all
while having fun. We found out
about different types of careers
in engineering, other than just
mechanical engineering. I also
learnt how testing things could
help you to understand the
problem and fix it before it goes
on the market. It was a really
useful day and I enjoyed it very
much,” said Harry.

The response and feedback
from all our pupils was positive,
they all understood the value of
engineering and how
technology helps improve the
touching the metal but not each quality of human lives. We look
other,” said Josh.
forward to bringing more
events to promote science,
Diya said, “I enjoyed the STEM technology, engineering and
event because I learnt a lot. I
maths into school very soon.
discovered that there are many
types of engineers, they do not Mr T. Duggan
all work in a garage with a hard Head of Technology
hat. We built water filters with

“I really enjoyed being part of a
team and learning new and
exciting things such as how a
pump works and how you have
to set it up with all the wires
17

A WEEK OF TREATS
ENCOURAGE PUPILS TO
‘GET CAUGHT READING’.
During ’Get Caught Reading’
week, which ran from 4th—8th
June 2018, our school pupil
librarians were very busy
scouting the canteen, yard
and library to catch pupils
engrossed in a book. Anyone
found reading at break or
lunchtime received a treat.

"Any reader engagement
activity, like 'Get Caught
Reading' is to encourage more
pupils to read in their spare
time. They may have lost the
reading bug and this is a gentle
reminder to read, " said
Mrs Dearden, school Librarian.
"Chocolate and books go
together so well and it was just
a little treat to give to pupils
caught reading in other parts
YEAR 8 PUPIL’S PASSION
FOR ORIGAMI INSPIRES
DISPLAY
A year 8 pupil's passion for
paper folding has inspired a
calming display in the school
library.
"I was teaching my friend how
to make origami boats, when I
thought it would make an
awesome display for the
library," said Sarah.

of school, as well as the library. rewarding them. I think it is nice
We have had more people
to reward people who come
reading in the library this week, regularly to the library."
which has been great to see!"
"I'd like to take part in it again.
Pupils thought it was a good
Maybe pupils could be
idea too. Year 8 pupil Millie,
rewarded when they take part
who is a pupil librarian, said,
in other extra-curricular
"I like the idea, I think it will
activities too."
encourage some people and
people who already read, it is
paper boxes, a frog and a duck decisions. If any pupils, or staff,
too."
have any ideas for events or
displays they would like to see
"I like to come to the library at in the library they must let me
break and lunchtimes as it is
know."
quiet and I can get on with my
work."
Mrs Dearden, school Librarian,
encouraged Sarah's idea, "I
was really happy to do
something along the reading
voyage theme. You go on a
journey when you read a book,
it can take you away."

"My dad loves sailing so I
thought the phrase 'Sail Away
on a Reading Voyage' would
look good."

She is also keen for pupils and
staff to get involved with the
library, "This isn't my library,
I'm a custodian of the library. I
Sarah's mum taught her how to want pupils to feel this is their
make the boats, "I can make
library and they can influence
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BOOK SWAP CREATES A BUZZ IN THE LIBRARY

WE ARE READING

Following on from the success
of the reading activities that
took place over World Book
There was a buzz in the library library to take part in the swap, Day, Archbishop Temple
on 22nd and 23rd May 2018
“It is nice to see people here
School has signed up to
as the Book Swap got
choosing books, it has brought Lancashire's year of reading in
underway. Nearly 90 books
a lot of people into the library. 2018. The whole school has
were donated by pupils for the I brought in 6 books to swap,
made a pledge committing to:
event, in exchange for Book
so far I have chosen two;
Swap Tokens, which they
‘Blackout’ by Sam Mills and a
* Becoming a reading school
could 'cash in' at the Book
Theodore Boone book by John * Seeking out every opportunity
Swap.
Grisham.”
to improve standards in reading
within our school.
There was a wide range of
Other pupils enjoyed the Book * Encouraging reading for
titles to choose from including Swap, year 9 pupil Cleo said,
pleasure.
popular titles written by David
“I think it’s a really good idea,
* Enabling children to read in
Walliams, Michael Morpurgo,
I brought books in to swap.
depth in a wide range of
Michael Grant, Rick Riordan,
I think it will get children to
subjects, deepening their
James Dashner and
read more.”
knowledge and
Jacqueline Wilson.
understanding across the
Year 7 pupil Catriona said,
curriculum.
“Our pupils really embraced
“Lots of people have books
* Working with other schools,
the Book Swap,” said
at home that they have already our local library and other
Mrs Dearden, school Librarian. read, they won’t read them
partners to promote reading as
“Hopefully it encouraged those again, so it’s good they can
a life-long skill.
who don’t read as much to
bring them to the Book Swap.
come to the library.”
I kept forgetting to bring my
Please may we remind all
books in but I definitely want
pupils that they must carry a
The Book Swap idea was
to take part in a future swap.”
reading book every day, as
generated by year 7 pupil,
there may be opportunities
Adam, he was pleased to see
within any school day to read
so many people coming to the
quietly.
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ZOOLAB’S FASCINATING INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL LIFE IN THE RAINFORESTS

On Wednesday 20th June
2018, ZooLab’s Rainforest
Roadshow came to visit
Archbishop Temple’s
Geography Department.
Our year 7 pupils were able to
experience some of the
animals that dwell in rainforests
around the world, first hand!
From the dark forest floor to the
dizzy heights of the emergent
layer, pupils learned about the
variety of environments in the
rainforest and met a selection
of animals who live in there.
They had the opportunity to
meet and learn about a Giant
African Land Snail, a Giant
African Millipede, a Chilean
Rose Tarantula, a python and
a domestic rat.

They learned all about the
layers in which the animals
live, who and what they eat,
how they operate in different
light levels, and all about life in
the steamy tropics. Pupils also
learned about rainforest
location, rainfall and weather –
and rainforest destruction.
A captivating start to a new
topic! Look our for a pupil write
up on the school website soon.
Many thanks to Mrs L. Gilmour,
Head of Humanities, for
organising the roadshow and
thanks to our school PTA for
funding it.
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YEAR 7 PUPILS RAISE
MONEY FOR ‘WISH UPON
A STAR’

Four pupils decided to raise
some money for charity, as
part of their Archbishop of
York Youth Trust Young
Leader’s Award.
Amelia, Kezia, Erin and Sally
held a snack sale at
break time to raise money for
‘Wish Upon a Star’.
All pupils in school undertake
the award as a way of giving
back to the community.

WE’RE EXPERTS AT TEACHING MODERN LANGUAGES!
We’re very excited to have
been invited by the Department
for Education (DfE) to put
together a bid to become a
Modern Language Hub. The
DfE are wanting to recruit just
seven schools to develop a
model for teaching modern
foreign languages which will be
the gold standard for all
secondary schools in England
and Wales.
On Monday 18th June
Mrs Siddle, Assistant
Headteacher and Mrs Cairns,
Head of Modern Foreign
Languages, went to the
Department of Education in the
heart of Westminster and gave
a presentation on how we

teach MFL (Modern Foreign
Languages) at Archbishop
Temple School. They were
then questioned for an hour by
the DfE officer responsible for
the national MFL teaching
policy, and the author of an
influential report on excellence
in MFL teaching. We’re
delighted to have been given
the opportunity to talk to the
top people in the world of
modern languages education
and showcase our wonderful
work.
Mrs Jackson, Headteacher,
said “Even to be invited to
apply for this role is a huge
honour for the school, and a
recognition of the excellence
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of our teaching. We believe
that studying a modern
language is very important for
our young people, and we
encourage as many as
possible to opt for a language
at GCSE. Even though MFL
subjects are
perceived as being difficult by
some pupils, 6th form colleges
and universities really like
seeing a MFL qualification from
their applicants. It shows that
the young person is prepared
for a challenge and doesn’t shy
away from hard work.
Communication is such a vital
workplace skill that modern
languages are becoming
increasingly important in our
global economy”.

LEYLAND TRUCKS VISIT

The Leyland Trucks visit
provided a great opportunity
for thirty year 10 pupils to
experience the world of work
and gain an insight in to a
world leader of advanced
vehicle manufacturing.
All the pupils had a talk on the
wide range of careers within
the industry, the
apprenticeship programmes
on offer and the opportunities
astounded the students, and
that will be available to them in myself. An entire truck can be
the future.
built to order in 5 hours, with
the plant producing up to 40
We also had a tour of the
trucks per day. After the visit a
manufacturing plant. The pace number of pupils indicated that
of the production process
they would like to pursue
DRAMA DEPARTMENT VISIT with naked baby dolls ‘hanging’
THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE off their arms. The
COMPANY
accompanying ‘music box’ style
music which played when they
We set off at 3pm on
were involved in the action was
26th March 2018 for our trip
really creepy!
to the Royal Shakespeare
Company Theatre in Stratford One actor who was really
upon Avon. After a 3 hour
funny, despite the play being a
coach journey, we arrived in
tragedy, was the
the beautiful Cotswold village
‘night-watchman’. The actor
and took our places in the
deliberately played him
upper circle of this lovely
‘expressionless’ throughout the
theatre with a really good view performance and the audience
of the action on stage below
really enjoyed him walking
us.
It was quite exciting to see two
famous actors playing the main
roles. Christopher Eccleston
and Niamh Cusack as Macbeth
and Lady Macbeth. The
production was done in modern
daywear with a basic set and it
was interesting that the witches
were portrayed by little girls
dressed in pink ‘onesies’ and
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careers with Leyland Trucks
at the end of year 11.
Mr A. Gray
Head of Winchester House &
Careers Coordinator

around and through the action
with a carpet sweeper, clearing
up the mess as Macbeth’s
actions got ‘messier’.
Although a long, wordy play,
that was sometimes difficult to
follow because of the ‘director’s
interpretation’ of the piece, one
pupil still described it as a
fantastic learning experience!
Ms D. Keller
Head of Drama

YEAR 8 TRIP TO UCLAN
On Friday 18th May 2018,
year 8 attended an ‘activity
day’ lead by lecturers at
UCLAN. Throughout the day,
we were given the
opportunity to interact in real
lectures in a formal, ‘university
style’ way and allowed to look
into the rights we all deserve
as humans in great detail,
supported by the enthusiasm
of those leading these events.
After being split into our house
groups, Winchester, Durham,
York and Canterbury, we were
given the chance to learn more
about discrimination and how it
affects our lives, the rights we
all deserve as humans
followed by the rights our pets
have too, how laws are passed
in parliament and allowed to
share our thoughts on laws we
would like to put in place and a
‘mock’ trial.

The day, overall, was very
educational, and demonstrate

where having this knowledge
may come in useful in our
everyday lives. Particularly with
the information on
discrimination, we were able to
gain a greater insight into how
we should be able to have
equal opportunities, no matter
who you are or what you look
like. The lecture particularly
focused on how this can have
the greatest impact in the
workplace, such as being
refused a job because of your
race, gender, or disability.
Information like this may help
guide many of us down the
correct paths in the future.

restrictions they believe should
be in place in the UK.
The mock trial was particularly
interesting. After asking
several members of a group to
dress up as members of the
court, we were given the
chance to sit through a case
regarding the murder of a
young man’s mother, where he
was accused of the murder.
After much questioning, the
jury came to a conclusion, and
we were all able to agree how
thrilling the activity was.
Eventually, the year group
joined back together at the end
of the day, all excited after
gaining this new knowledge
that may, one day, become
very useful.

As an entire year group, we
explored human rights, where
we were asked to consider
what we believe these rights
should be, only to be surprised Millie
by the real list of rights we had. Year 8
It was refreshing to find out
that we are allowed to do as
much as we are. We felt these
rights were fair. In association
with this, we spoke about the
rights our pets should have.
For example, there are
minimum sizes certain animals,
such as rabbits and snakes,
should have for their homes
and a pet owner must have the
correct resources to care for
them.
We were also allowed to
discuss new laws that we
believed should be passed
through parliament and how
this process would take place.
There were some interesting
ideas from many different
people regarding the
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ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE SCHOOL SPRING CONCERT

On Thursday 15th March,
Mrs Gardner’s music
department held the Spring
Concert featuring five
ensembles, one soloist and
St Andrew’s C of E Primary
school.

and ‘Sesame Street’. This set
of music was a great way to
start the night and you could
see the admiration in the
primary children’s eyes.

The concert then moved onto
a solo played by year 10 pupil
Throughout the day, the
Charlotte, on saxophone. She
primary school workshop had
played a grade 8 piece and at
been happening with Mr Trevor the end, was met by a very
Bartlett, percussion teacher.
enthusiastic round of applause.
Sixty pupils from year 5 at
After this, the primary school
St Andrew’s had travelled to
year 5 choir made their way up
join us at Archbishop Temple
onto the stage to sing the song
School for a day full of
‘Refuge’. They made a
percussion, singing and art.
beautiful sound.
They arrived and were split into
two groups, one group went to Following this was the ATS
the art room to make Roald
Junior Concert Band who
Dahl themed masks and hats. played ‘Pathfinders March’,
The other group stayed in the ‘Colliding Visions’, ‘March of
main hall and put together a
the Hyperion Robots’ and
percussion piece that they
‘Junk Funk’ as a warm up for
would later show to their
their performance at the
parents in the main hall. They forthcoming National Concert
then had a break and swapped Band Festival. They were
over and completed their
conducted by Susanna in
separate activities. After they
year 11. It was her last school
had their lunch, Joe Martin,
concert leading the band
singing teacher, came in to
before she leaves school.
perfect their singing. He had
been working with the pupils
Then the interval came up with
for the past half term. They
refreshments served by the
sang ‘The School Song’ from
PTA and a raffle before the
Matilda the musical.
Then onto the concert. All the
children had arrived by 6.15pm
and the atmosphere was
buzzing with excitement.
Junior Jazz were the first band
to take the stage after
Mrs Jackson said a few brief
words. With year 11 pupil Emily
conducting, they played three
pieces- ‘Tequila’, ‘Shake it Off’
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second half of the concert got
into full swing, starting with the
primary percussion piece which
was very loud but also very
good considering the year 5
pupils only had a few hours to
work on it.
Senior Concert Band also
played their pieces for National
Concert Band Festival. They
played ‘Celtic Ritual’, ‘Oblivion’,
‘Carnival’ and a Hans Zimmer
medley. This was a great
arrangement of pieces which
I’m sure will go down very well
with the judges at the NCBF.
To finish off the evening was
the nine piece jazz band ATS
8. They brought the concert to
a close with four pieces- ‘Doxy,
What is Hip’, ‘It don’t Mean a
Thing’ and ‘Red Clay’. With
drums, vibraphone, bass guitar,
electric guitar, alto saxophone,
tenor saxophone, baritone
saxophone, trumpet and
trombone, they were a perfect
way to end the evening and the
music was incredible.
Susanna
Year 9

YEAR 10 BIOLOGY STUDENTS’ FASCINATING VISIT TO
THE RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT OF THE ROSEMERE WARD AT RPH
On Friday 27th April
2018 a class of year 10
biology students, accompanied
by Miss Walsh, visited the
Radiology department of the
Rosemere ward at Royal
Preston Hospital. The purpose
of the trip was to advance their
knowledge of how cancer
forms and how it is treated –
which is an important topic in
the biology and physics GCSE
course. Upon arriving students
were greeted by a member of
the hospital’s staff, who
worked in the radiotherapy
department. The students were
escorted to a room and sat
down where two staff members
working in different
departments spoke about how
their jobs work and the
importance in treating cancer.

hospitals such as Royal
Preston Hospital work to try
and improve as many peoples
quality of life as possible.
Students were also given
insight into how the treatments
affect peoples lives, as
radiotherapy can cause side
effects such as deteriorating
teeth and chemotherapy can
cause people to lose their hair.
Students were also told how
often patients need to have the
treatment which can
sometimes be multiple times a
week and how surgery is also
sometimes needed, which is a
risk to a patients life. After the
about the research her and
members of staff had finished
many other scientists around
their explanation of their roles
the world do to increase the
students were given the
effectiveness and safety of the chance to use a 3D simulation
radiotherapy machines. She
of a radiotherapy machine and
detailed about how even
take it in turns to set up the
The woman who worked in
scientists who aren’t
machine in the appropriate
the radiotherapy department
particularly well known can still locations, similar to how the
taught students about how the offer ideas to aid in the
machines are actually set up
radiotherapy machines work to process of improving
but free from the risks of
destroy cancerous cells.
radiotherapy machines and
breaking the machine or
Students were also taught
how becoming a scientist
exposure to radiation.
about other forms of cancer
should be a career path
treatment such as
students should look into as it The students who went on the
chemotherapy and were able
is possible for anyone to make visit learnt a lot about how the
to revise previous knowledge
a difference and the work
process of radiotherapy
of cancer as well, such as their helps make human life better. happens and students who
formation and denomination:
were planning to go into that
malignant and benign. While
Students were also told about field of work could understand
learning how the process of
the huge number of people
the high expectations required
radiotherapy occurs students
who have a cancer of some
to do those jobs.
were able to empathise with
sort and require radiotherapy
the immense amount of work
and how hard it is to provide it Cameron
the hospital staff have to do to granted how expensive the
10TR1 Science
make the process as safe as
machines are. Students learnt
possible. Then students were a lot about the complexity of
lectured by a scientist working radiotherapy and it showed
at the hospital who taught
them how hard staff at
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ATS PUPILS TAKE TO THE SLOPES ON THE SKI TRIP TO THE ITALIAN RESORT OF PILA

Monday morning was the first
day of skiing! The pupils
clambered aboard the coach,
with helmets and goggles in
hands and ski gear on. They
made the journey to ski hire
and put their boots on and
collected their skis and poles
from their allocated number.
With the resort being so high in
the mountains, gondolas were
needed to take skiers up to the
resort. Fortunately, the gondola
station was right next to ski hire
so it was a short walk. The
There was an excited
off the coach and up the steps pupils scanned their passes
atmosphere on the coach, as
to the front of the hotel and
and advanced through to the
just over 40 pupils set off on
then the hotel greeted them
gondolas. After about 20
the long 23-hour journey to
with some lunch. The pupils
minutes on the gondola, the
Italy. However the excitement
then got back on the coach and pupils reached the foot of the
died down halfway through the set off to the Interski hire and
resort.
journey. Most people were
were measured up and fitted
sleeping or trying to sleep and with boots and skis. The
The views and the whole
the coach was quiet. The pupils advanced skiers received poles atmosphere of the resort took
caught a 10.30pm ferry from
but the beginners didn’t. They most pupils back. There were
Dover to Calais and at around were also given ski passes for several groups based on ability
6 am the next morning and had the next week of skiing. Later, and experience with skiing,
breakfast at a French service
back at the hotel the pupils
each group had an Interski
station.
unpacked in their rooms,
instructor. They stayed with this
sharing either 3 or 4 to a room, instructor for the week of skiing.
The pupils had to pack warm
and got settled. Dinner was
Not wanting to waste time they
clothes for the trip such as
served and the pupils got a
got straight onto the slopes.
fleeces, base layers, thick
good night’s rest.
socks, gloves, hats, ski jackets
and salopettes. Some pupils
were able to hire jackets and
salopettes, if they didn’t already
own them. There was varied
ability on the trip, which ranged
from beginners, who had not
even put a pair of ski boots on,
to advanced skiers who had
skied from a young age.
On Sunday afternoon, the
pupils arrived at the Bellevue
Hotel. They lugged their bags
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STAFF AND PUPILS
CELEBRATE THE OPENING
OF THE MULTI-USE GAMES
AREA

Staff and pupils celebrated the
opening of the recently
renovated tennis courts on
9th April 2018.
The beginners stayed at the
bottom learning the basics on
blue runs whereas the
advanced skiers started higher
up the mountain on some
easy red runs easing back into
skiing. Back at the hotel, that
night, they were exhausted
and ready for some sleep.

on Wednesday night was at a
club with a professional DJ and
expensive lighting. Tubing was
a fun experience on Thursday.
It was located next to the
resort; there were stacks of
rubber rings and a few small
slopes. The pupils had to run,
jump on the ring and fly down
the slope. Finally, on Friday
night there was a presentation
night. All the instructors came
to the hotel and awards were
dished out and the instructors
gave their groups ratings from
1-5 with a merit or distinction.

The staff had organised some
fun events, with the help of
Interski, for each night. It
happened to be bowling after
the first night of skiing; the
pupils went to a local arcade
and bowling arena. The pupils
enjoyed pizza night, spent at a It was sad for the pupils to find
restaurant about 20 minutes
out that it was their last day of
away from the hotel. The disco skiing on Saturday and that
they were leaving that evening.
All organised, cases packed,
the pupils got back out onto the
slopes for the last time. Pizza
was served at tea on the last
day and then it was straight to
the coach and off back to
England. It was an amazing
experience and the pupils
thoroughly enjoyed it.
Joshua
Year 9
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Thankfully, it was one of the
warmest days of the year so
far, as pupils gathered
excitedly for the grand opening
at the beginning of lunch. Our
Head Boy and Head Girl had
the honours of cutting the red
ribbon before pupils poured
onto the courts to play football
and other ball games.

With generous support from
Blackburn Diocese, the
transformation from a large,
tatty space to a state of the art
multi-use games area has
taken place. The space has
been divided into two areas;
the smaller area is comprised
of three tennis courts and a
basketball court. This section is
available for use at break and
lunch, for ball games. The
larger space is a 3G Astro Turf
football pitch, this space is an
outdoor classroom.
A higher specification fence
has replaced the old fencing
and the drainage area has
undergone improvements,
which should ensure that the
surface lasts for many years.

YEAR 7 BUSINESS AND ENTERPRISE DAY
On Wednesday 21st March
2018 our year 7 pupils took
part in an Enterprise and
Business Day. Throughout the
day they got to grips with
banking and budgeting basics,
tax facts, customer service
roles and responsibilities,
enterprise and
entrepreneurship.
Jon Bates from the HMRC
talked to pupils about different
types of tax, why the
government collects taxes and
what the money is spent on.
Pupils had the opportunity to
take part in group exercises,
including one where they had
to consider where the money
collected in taxes would be
spent if they were in
government.

Iain Pierpoint and Karrin
Burrows, bank managers from
the TSB bank, invited pupils
to think about banking and
different types of accounts.
Children also learned about
loans, credit cards and
budgeting sensibly.

Mica Aspinall from Explore
Learning took a lively 'Dragon's
Den' style session. In teams
pupils were given a product to
market and 'sell' in front of their
class. They thought about the
product information, features,
benefits and target markets.
Finally Ms K. Ryder, Head of
Business Studies here at
Archbishop Temple, took a
session on enterprise, looking
at budgeting, income and
expenditure and debt. The
engaging sessions got pupils
to think and talk about how
they would spend their money
and the difference between
'needs' and 'wants'.

Tracey Robinson, Mark
Johnson and Nikki Bowden,
from insurance company the
Independent Group Ltd, came
in to talk to pupils about their
work, the importance of good
customer service and different
roles within the management
team. Each pupil chose a
different role and then looked
at how they would deal with
different scenarios that the
company deal with on a
day-to-day basis.
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"We had a fun filled day with
providers from the TSB
Bank, the HMRC, Explore
Learning and the Independent
Group Ltd taking a variety of
informative and engaging
sessions," said Mr Baybutt,
Assistant Headteacher. "The
day provided year 7 pupils with
the opportunity to learn about
the world of work and gain
knowledge and understanding
about banking services, tax
facts, running a business and
insurance."
"It was educational and fun,"
said pupil Ashwyn. "Although
going into business is harder
than you think!"
"I think that it has made going
into business sound more
appealing," said Will.
"I feel it is important for the
future," added pupil Adam,
"We have learned a lot. It has
been fun. It is going to be really
hard in the future if you don't
know about finances."

PUPILS ACHIEVEMENTS CELEBRATED AT
PRIZE EVENING

HEALTHY EATING WEEK

Lower School, the BAE
Systems Advanced
Technology Award for Year 9,
The Chaplaincy Award and the
Chair of Governors’ Head
Prefect Award.
Healthy Eating Week got off to
a great start in school with a
Many thanks to the Guest of
free breakfast offered in the
Honour, Reverend Canon
Cathedral Café. Eating
Brian McConkey, who gave a
breakfast was one of five
th
On Tuesday 5 June 2018, we wonderful address to the
challenges set by the British
were delighted to welcome
audience following the awards Nutrition Foundation to raise
parents, carers and pupils to
ceremony. A Vote of Thanks
awareness of the benefits of a
Archbishop Temple School’s
was given by our Head
healthy diet and exercise.
Prize Evening.
Prefects.
Pupils also had the opportunity
The well-attended event took
As the night drew to a close,
to take part in a healthy
place on a gloriously sunny
the audience were invited to
cooking club, there was a free
evening in the beautiful
take part in the hymn ‘Lord
fruit giveaway, pupils were
surroundings of The Minster,
for the Years’, followed by a
encouraged to join in one of the
in central Preston. Archbishop closing prayer read by
many athletics events on offer
Temple School’s accomplished Mr Joe Houghton, School
and healthy and fresh fruit
Sax Quartet commenced
Chaplain. The night finished
smoothies were for sale at
proceedings with a recitation
with a rousing rendition of The break.
of Ronde from Renaissance
National Anthem.
Dances, this was followed by
The week was organised by
a warm welcome from
Headteacher Mrs Jackson said, Mrs Higson, Catering Manager,
Mrs Jackson, Headteacher,
“Many thanks to everyone who “It was great seeing lots of
and then attendees were
came and supported our prize children who never normally
invited to join in with the hymn night last night. It was a lovely buy fresh fruit walking around
‘How Great Tho Art’.
event, and real joy to celebrate eating the apples, bananas and
so many children’s
oranges that they had received
Following musical interludes
achievements.”
free, as part of the week.”
played by Archbishop Temple
School’s talented musicians,
“The little testimonial each
“It`s easy to forget that for
pupils from years 7, 8, 9 and
child gets as they are awarded some people fresh fruit is a
10 were presented with their
their prizes is very special, and luxury that they don`t readily
achievement prizes. Prizes
really focuses the evening on
receive. I`m hoping that with all
were awarded for
the individual children and
of the literature we have put out
achievements in all subjects
shows just how committed they they begin to realise what an
and awards were given for
are to their studies.”
important part of their diet fresh
progress in all years. There
fruit & vegetables are and
were also awards for KS3
Congratulations to all the pupils choose that option over the
Excellence, the Headteacher’s who received prizes, keep up
cakes and biscuits we have on
Award for Services to the
the excellent work!
offer in our meal deal.”
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that you will be brilliant in
your new roles!

Canterbury House held had a
massive cake sale and have
Miss L. Walsh
now raised enough money to
Head of Canterbury
cover Elvis, our sponsor child's House
education for the year. We
raised a bit extra which will be
sent as a birthday gift in time
for his birthday in July.
The new House and Sports
Captains have started their
jobs and are busy preparing for
sports day. We wish them all
the best in their roles this year.
Good luck to House Captains
Isha and Mustapha and Sports
Captains Fahad,
Maddie and Marlie. We think
DURHAM

We think they will be
In Durham we have done some superb in their new roles
amazing fundraising so far this and have already got off to
year for Lancashire Mind. We a flying start.
chose to support a charity that
is very important to us; looking Roll on Sports Day!
after the mental health and well
Mrs L. Bergon
-being of young people.
Head of Durham House
Our target was to raise £1000
for this charity and to achieve
this we have held cake sales,
cinema shows and other fun
activities and events. We still
have £144 to find but we are
confident we will achieve this
before the end of term.
Rosie and Alex have been
appointed the new House
Captains. Sam, Jack, Chloe
and Lauren have been
appointed as the new Sports
Captains.
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WINCHESTER

Winchester students Gabriel
and Anya welcomed a donation
of twenty £20 Vue Cinema
vouchers from the Cumberland
Building Society. This was a
donation made from one of our
contacts through the Preston
Chamber of Commerce. Each
house was given 5 of the
vouchers. These were then
given to the hardest working
students or students with the
most positive points.
Millie, Alistair, Anet, Ronan
and Davina were the
Winchester recipients.
As another academic year
comes to a close we are

hoping for a strong finish to the
year from all of our students
and hopefully Winchester
House coming first in the house
competition.

They have already proven
themselves to be excellent
appointments.

Mr A. Gray
Head of Winchester House

Xin and Sarah have been
appointed the new House
Captains. Emein, Charlotte and
Amy have been appointed as
the new Sports Captains.

wanted her to also achieve
York house has now appointed formal recognition within the
next year’s team for ‘spreading team that will take us forward
as a house next academic
the love’. Our new House
year.
Captains are Alison and Jenin.
Our new Sports Captains are
Other news from York House
Deeya and Tom.
includes the £60 raised from
the year 11 picnic held on 21st
Tom actually applied for the
May. All money raised by the
role and sat through the
house this year is going to
rigorous interview despite
‘Young Minds’ - a fledgling
knowing he was moving to
charity set up to raise
Germany with his family and
awareness and support for
leaving us in summer.
Mr Taberner is currently in talks teenagers with mental health
problems.
with a possible replacement
but fortunately, we also have a
Deputy Leader on our team Hazel.
Being new to the school made
it difficult to appoint Hazel in a
traditional role but as she also
gave an outstanding interview our interview panel (Chloe in
year 9 and James in year 8)
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Pizza and pop (courtesy of
Mrs Higson and her merry
team) and bouncy castles
(courtesy of Mr Taberner’s
networking) were made
available for the year 11’s to
have some ‘time out’ altogether
and it was a very warm and
sunny afternoon for them to
make some final memories
before leaving us.
#BEYORKSELF
Ms D. Keller
Head of York House

SPORTS NEWS

ATS PUPILS CELEBRATE
WIN AT THE NATIONAL
COUNTIES FINAL

Charlotte, Menna and Lauryn,
from year 9, were amongst
the girls' football team
representing Lancashire at the
Three pupils from Archbishop final. They played against Kent
Temple School celebrated last on Saturday 12th May 2018
month following a victory at
winning 4-0.
the National Counties Final.
ATS DANCE SQUAD SEIZE
SECOND PLACE AT
PRESTON SCHOOLS’
DANCE COMPETITION
A selection of key stage
3 students competed in the
Preston Schools Dance
competition at Fulwood
Academy on 3rd May
2018. The students showed
commitment and excellence
in their performance and
achieved 2nd place in a
competition that included
performances from pupils

across Preston, including
pupils in year 11. A fantastic
result for such a young squad.
A huge thanks to Heather
Burns & Alice Allcock for their
time and efforts in preparing
the girls.
Well done to all involved.
Mr D. Taberner
Head of PE
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Congratulations to the girls,
and the team, on their fantastic
result!
Mr D. Taberner
Head of PE

VICTORY FOR THE YEAR 7 GIRLS’ ROUNDERS TEAM

The girls competed against
Fulwood Academy, Our Lady’s
Catholic High School and
Broughton High School in the
first round. Winning against
Fulwood Academy and
Our Lady’s, the girls were
defeated by Broughton High
School by 4 rounders.
However, the girls went on to
play the semi final where they
beat Ashton High School on
batsman out and found
themselves in the final against
Broughton High again. This
time round the girls beat
Broughton 7 and a half to 4
rounders! Bringing home a win Well Done girls!
for the first time in years! Star
player was Saffron.
WELL DONE TO JAMES!

are also progressing well in the Mr D. Taberner
Lancashire Plate. Star players Head of PE
James in year 8 represented
are Sam, Dom, Caleb and
school in the South Lancashire Jake.
Regional Finals at Houghwood
Golf course in June. James
performed fantastically well
and won best nett score going
round in 9 under par. Well
done to James!
_________________________
CRICKET NEWS
The Cricket season is in full
swing and the boys are
performing magnificently
well. The year 8 boys won
their Preston league
undefeated but unfortunately
got knocked out of the
Lancashire cup in the 1/4 final
by a strong Lancaster
Grammar School. The year 7
boys are in the Preston final
due to be played in July they
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ATS ATHLETICS TEAM SEIZE SECOND PLACE AT THE CITY CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Archbishop Temple
School athletics team
performed fantastically well in
the City Championships on
Tuesday 19th June 2018.

The team eventually came 2nd
in Preston after a full day of
events. The pupils represented
the school fantastically well
with a great attitude all day.

school sports. During the
evening, we will be holding a
raffle. Last year it was a huge
success and we hope it will be
again. If we have any parents/
carers or members of the
There were some magnificent Mr D. Taberner
public who are happy to donate
performances most notably
Head of PE
a prize this would be greatly
Isaac in year 8 (100m), Emma _________________________ appreciated. If you do, please
in year 7 (Long Jump), Lucia in
contact me via the contact form
year 9 (Discus), Lauren in year DONATION OF RAFFLE
on the school website.
10 (Long Jump), James in year PRIZES FOR SPORTS
7 (Long Jump), Jake in year 8 PRESENTATION EVENING
Many thanks.
(Triple Jump), Alex in year 8
(Discus), Will in year 9 (Long
Our 4th Sport Presentation
Mr D. Taberner
Jump), Isabel in year 8
Evening is due to be held on
Head of PE
th
(Hurdles), Kianna in year 9
Friday 19 July 2018 at Barton
(200m), Tom in year 8
Grange Hotel.
(800m), Under 15 Girls Relay
Team and Under 13 Boys relay This prestigious event awards
team who all won their events. pupils who have excelled in
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